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Terms of reference of the Forum
and proposed structure of discussions
(phasing, involvement of participants)
Thomas Egner
Secretary General, Euro Banking Association
Caroline Neyrinck
Legal Advisor, Euro Banking Association

Introducing the EBA Group

A pan-European
payments forum
•

•

A forum for driving and
contributing to the delivery
of pan-European payments
initiatives and business
practices
Supporting payment
practitioners with a panEuropean mindset and
vision

•

•

Operates the panEuropean payment
systems EURO1, STEP1
and STEP2
IP infrastructure solution
under development for
2017

•

Founded in 1998

•

Founded in 1985

•

53 Shareholders

•

Close to 200 members

•

Around 200 direct service
users

•

Private sector-owned and
governed by the users
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Developer of innovative
solutions enabling
competition in digital
payment and identity
services

A provider of panEuropean payment
infrastructure solutions

•

Provides solutions in the
services layer that in and
beyond the PSP-to-PSP
space

•

A wholly owned subsidiary
of EBA CLEARING

•

Solution manager of
MyBank, a pan-European
e-authorisation solution
whose services cover
SCT, SDD mandates and
e-identity
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The EBA Mission
The Euro Banking Association (EBA) is a
practitioners’ body for banks and other service
providers supporting a pan-European vision for
payments.
The mission of the EBA is to provide payment
professionals with a country-neutral forum for driving
and contributing to the delivery of pan-European cooperative payment initiatives and business practices.
The EBA vision provides a long-term orientation
geared at ensuring that the EBA value proposition
continues to serve the needs of its diverse
membership and of the customers of its members.
Key objectives are to:

https://www.abe-eba.eu/downloads/knowledge-and-research/EBA_Board_Report_2015.pdf
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•

Support the growth of digital and alternative
payments,

•

Drive efficiencies and cost reductions in
payments,

•

Promote the modernisation of the euro payments
market.
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Initiating the Open Forum on Open
Banking – A logical step for EBA
This open and public initiative ties in with the
efforts of the EBA to drive and support a panEuropean exchange among practitioners on
topical industry developments.
To support and further develop the
discussion on Open Banking at a
pan-European and cross-industry
level, the Board of the Euro Banking
Association has decided to initiate an
Open Forum on Open Banking.

EBA work in member-driven
working groups has resulted in
the development of the Digital
Customer Service Interface
(DCSI) concept and included
an analysis of the business
relevance of Open APIs and
for2016
banks.
Open Forum on OpenOpen
BankingBanking
21st November

To underpin the idea of bringing
incumbent and new market players
together in a collaborative and
cooperative atmosphere, the forum is
led by a team of co-moderators, Don
Ginsel (Holland FinTech) and Gilbert
Lichter (EBA).
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The Open Forum on Open
Banking – Terms of Reference


Fostering a dialogue amongst financial industry
practitioners at a pan-European level on developments
regarding access to the account and Open Banking;



Exchanging information on access models and Open
Banking concepts pursued by the various initiatives in the
EU and in relevant markets globally;



Facilitating a common understanding of the collaborative
domain in Open Banking in view of defining a panEuropean Open Banking ecosystem and avoiding market
fragmentation;



Liaising with all relevant industry initiatives and
providing input for the Open Banking discussion in Europe;



Assessing potential requirements of customers and
stakeholders and facilitating a dialogue with these parties;



Analysing security as well as operational management
issues (e.g. appropriate directory services);



Understanding the requirements for infrastructure
services to support Open Banking and considering
possible models on governance of the ecosystem;



Maintaining a dialogue with regulatory bodies on
compliance requirements and expectations.

ToR available on the EBA website (https://www.abe-eba.eu/thought-leadership/open-forum-on-open-banking/)
Open Forum on Open Banking 21st November 2016
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PSD2 and Open Banking

Source:
EBA, “PSD2 impact areas,
practical issues and open
questions”
N = 45 (37 PSPs, 4 CSMs,
2 Consultancies, 2 Others)
T = July/August 2016

PSD2 has a strategic and compliance impact on PSP’s
Open Forum on Open Banking 21st November 2016
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Impact of RTS on SCA
and CSC
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RTS on authentication
and communication

Open Forum on Open Banking 21st November 2016
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Overview of key impact areas

Open Forum on Open Banking 21st November 2016
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The Open Forum on Open
Banking – Workplan

Phase 2
Phase 1
• PSD2 related
• XS2A of TPPs on behalf of
PSUs
Collaborative approach in
view of an emerging Open
Banking ecosystem.

Broaden the discussion from
the PSD2-regulated access to
payment accounts, to Open
Banking considerations and
practical implications in the
area of payments and
beyond.

“This forum addresses all interested business parties.
It is aimed at fostering a practitioners’ dialogue amongst the financial
industry players at a pan-European level on relevant developments and
challenges, such as security, interoperability and fragmentation with regard
to Open Banking.”
Open Forum on Open Banking 21st November 2016
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How does the Open Forum fit
into the other EBA activities?
Open to EBA members

Open Banking
Working Group
(OBWG)

3 EBA Initiatives
orchestrating
PSD2 and Open
Banking

Open to
AS-PSP
PSD2
Practitioners
Panel

Open Forum on Open Banking 21st November 2016

Open to all
interested
market
participants

Open Forum on
Open Banking
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Do’s and Don’ts
Antitrust Compliance in the Open Forum on Open
Banking

Reminder of the importance to
comply with antitrust law
• The Open Forum on Open Banking includes potential competitors, and
therefore care should be taken to avoid engaging in any activity that would
infringe or give the appearance of infringing competition / antitrust rules.
• If the Open Forum is used as a forum for collusive behaviour, both the EBA
and individual companies participating in the Open Forum can face severe
consequences (costly administrative proceedings, hefty fines, sanctions
against individuals, reputational damage).
• All participants in the Open Forum are kindly invited to review carefully this
brief and general reminder on Do’s and Don’ts to help ensuring that
inadvertent breaches of antitrust rules are avoided.

Open Forum on Open Banking 21st November 2016
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Why relevant?
• Two fundamental prohibitions under EU law:
‒

Any agreement or concerted practice which restricts competition is prohibited
unless it produces significant benefits to consumers

‒

Certain forms of unilateral (abusive) conduct by a company in a dominant position

• Properly devised, information sharing generates benefits to the industry,
downstream users and final consumers
• But also presence of risks:
‒

Information sharing may facilitate coordination / alignment of competitive conduct

‒

Market players not party to the process may be foreclosed

Open Forum on Open Banking 21st November 2016
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Do Not
• Do not share commercially sensitive information:
‒

Exchanges on intended prices and sales volume = cartel conduct

‒

Exchanges on current production, costs, business plans usually highly
problematic

‒

Do not participate in any statistical exercise, market survey or benchmarking
exercise that allows access to individualised business-sensitive information from
the various reporting companies

• Do not discuss or agree with competitors:
‒

To limit supply of services, output, technical development or investments

‒

To allocate markets or customers

‒

To exclude (potential) competitors or alternative solutions, including boycotts

Open Forum on Open Banking 21st November 2016
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Do
• Only attend meetings with written agendas / a clear purpose
• Limit discussions during meetings to agenda topics

• Please remember that competition law can apply even if the disclosure of
information is informal (made orally, in a social or other informal context such
as dinner) or non-reciprocal
• Consult your own legal / competition counsel in case of doubts or concerns for
specific / additional guidance

Open Forum on Open Banking 21st November 2016
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General overview of Open Banking
initiatives and PSD2 implementations
Doina Nicolici
Payments UK

Open Banking
21 November 2016
Doina Nicolici, Payments UK

Open Banking Implementation Entity

The vision
Standardised bank APIs have the potential to dramatically improve competition and
innovation in UK banking to the benefit of individuals and businesses. As financial services are
brought into the API economy, it is expected that existing providers and new entrants would

compete to dramatically improve existing products by making them more competitive,
intuitive, personalised, convenient and integrated. In addition, customers would be expected
to benefit with the ability to make easier product comparisons and switch to better deals from
a suite of new propositions that are enabled through open APIs.

IE Programme Approach Document submitted to CMA 30th September 2016

Open Banking Implementation Entity
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KEY PRINCIPLES
1. The CMA report (August 2016) requires that the implementation entity (IE) should:

Be agile, focused, inclusive, adequately resourced and transparent – the IE design balances
structured programme delivery and wider engagement through the IE Advisory Groups. AG
representatives have equal voice in the IE Steering Group (IESG)
Be agile, its structure, organisation and processes streamlined and conducive to rapid and efficient
decision-making – the IESG will make decisions via consensus but where sustained opposition
remains the Implementation Trustee will make a decision
Reflect not just the views and interests of large banks but also those of other major stakeholders –
this will be facilitated through the Advisory Groups and participation in the working groups

Be adequately resourced – this is a matter for the IE and the 9 banks
Keep stakeholders not actively participating in the work of the IE, but whose interests may be
affected by it, informed of the decisions that it is contemplating and ensure they have the ability to
intervene if they consider it necessary – the IE will make its decisions and progress publicly
available and reach out to stakeholders

Open Banking Implementation Entity
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GOVERNANCE – now operational

CMA
Programme Board

Implementation Entity (IE)

X remedy coordination

IE Steering Group
Informal
space

Advisory Groups
AGs**

representatives

Constituency groups

Fintechs
PIs/PSPs
Third Parties

Challenger Banks
PSD2 Implementation

Formal space –
CMA9 bound by
Trustee
decisions/delivery
timing/funding

Chair - Implementation Trustee
Membership - 9 CMA mandated institutions + 5
Advisory Representatives + 2 Customer reps
(Consumer/SME) + 4 Observers (HMT/FCA/PSR/ICO)

Decision making
Informative

CMA REPORT
1. The CMA report requires a number of use cases:
Use case
reference

Milestone
Date

Use case description

UC1

Q1 2017

To allow a customer to find a retail branch or ATM, that provides the
services they require.

UC2

Q1 2017

To allow a customer to view the features of the in-scope PCA, BCA and
unsecured SME lending products and make better informed choices.

UC3

Q1 2018

To allow a customer to share their transaction information with a 3rd
party, to allow the 3rd party to provide services.

UC4

Q1 2018

To allow a 3rd party to initiate a payment on behalf of the customer
(subject to the customers explicit consent). Write access.

UC5

Q3 2018

To allow a 3rd party to query a financial institutions service quality
metrics.

Open Banking Implementation Entity
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CMA/PSD2 ALIGNMENT
The IE must effectively implement the CMA remedies so that they enable PSD2 and do not require re-work

*the IT may approach the
CMA for agreement to a
delay in the adoption and
implementation of these
standards if to do so
would otherwise give rise
to significant risks or
inefficiencies arising from
their lack of alignment with
the PSD2 RTG [CMA report
13.81]

Provision

CMA

PSD2

Timetable

13th January 2018* for customer
transacted data sets

EBA RTS agreed by [October 2018]

Products

PCA, BCA, unsecured SME lending
products

All payments services in all currencies where at
least one PSP is in the EEA

Write

Payment initiation

Payment initiation

Accreditation

Ensure that whitelisting arrangements are
agreed and put in place well before the
release of data sets. Q1 2017 datasets do
not require a whitelisting regime to be put
in place

PSD2 requires national competent authority
(FCA) to operate a central register of payment
institutions

Secure customer
authentication and
communication

13th January 2018

EBA RTS

Liability and complaints

“our timeframe does not require providers
to adopt the relevant measures any
sooner that the redress provisions in
relation to PSD2”

Liability model needs to take account of PSD2
and DISP rules (e.g. requires FCA to handle
disputes between PSPs and customers)

Coverage

9 named financial institutions

Payment institutions including AISP and PISP

Legal, privacy and
security
Functionality

Operating model needs to take account of PSD2
requirements
CMA requires sharing of transacted data
sets and write functionality
28

PSD2 confirmation on availability of funds

IE STEERING GROUP STRATEGIC DECISIONS
The IESG will need to give final agreement to:

-

-

The data standards
API standards
Service level requirements, for example on fair usage
Security standards
The accreditation and registration of API users (including the technical registry solution)
The operating model and governance for ongoing change to the standard, enhancements to the
initial API set, disputes (and take a view on the funding model for such activity), whether this
requires an Open Banking Authority, and if so, the nature of that authority
The customer consent model
The authentication and authorisation model for customers
The liability model

It will need to consider:
-

The interdependency with PSD2 RTS, GDPR and 4AMLD

-

Non-mandated propositions, such as:
- Consumer education
- A trust mark for accredited API users

Open Banking Implementation Entity
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SCOPE
The implementation entity’s Programme Approach Document (30th September 2016) is the
latest description of scope making it clear there are material uncertainties and a complex set
of interdependencies
The key points of scope are:
-

The CMA remedies, promoting competition in the PCA, BCA and SME lending markets, are the
focus for the implementation entity

-

PSD2 extends the scope in terms of products, participants and functionality

-

API write functionality is limited to payments initiation as described in PSD2

-

The delivery of the CMA remedies should allow adopters to comply with PSD2 requirements and
provides a test bed for the development of those requirements (the ‘do it once’ principle)

Open Banking Implementation Entity
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Summary
-

The UK has a domestic mandate to deliver open banking with initial deliverables by Q1 2017
The scope of the CMA open banking programme is not identical to PSD2 but what we develop
will also meet PSD2 requirements, making us a test bed for open banking solutions
We are inviting stakeholders from other national communities to help us work on solutions and
specifications

There are different ways to get involved:
- Participation in Advisory Groups
- Email distribution list
- Events
To find out more please contact the Secretariat at: implementationentity@paymentsuk.org.uk

Open Banking Implementation Entity
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General overview of Open Banking
initiatives and PSD2 implementations
Bettina Schönfeld
Division Manager, Association of German Banks

Requirements for Europe-wide PSD2 account interface access

Author: Bettina Schönfeld
Place: Brussels
Date: 21 November 2016
Name of the event: Open Banking Forum

Europe-wide approach necessary to avoid fragmentation
 The European Banking Authority will merely define generic requirements; uniform pan-European

implementation cannot be ensured.
 Implementation of the technical requirements will ultimately be left to the market. This harbours

the danger that both banks (ASPSP) and third-party service providers (TPP) would have to support
several different standards, leading to fragmentation.
 We are in favour of uniform interoperable communication between third-party service providers

and banks in Europe; this, in turn, presupposes a common interface standard.
 The following requirements are based on our experience with standardised interfaces. They serve

as starting point for a European discussion.

21 November 2016
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High-Level-Requirements
1.

Governance for pan-European collaboration; e.g. agreed timetable, multi-stakeholder approach,
transparent processes

2.

Specification of/agreement on data elements/messages

3.

Specification of a secure communication protocol (PSD2-compliant, but also extensible to include
additional services)

4.

Use of free and open standards

5.

Directory services to identify TPPs and ASPSPs

6.

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) to authenticate TPPs

7.

Certification and registration process must be linked to (5.) and (6.)

21 November 2016
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GBIC Working Group white paper
GBIC has published a white paper on „Requirements for a data interface for third-party services“.

It contains key requirements in the following areas:
 organisational procedures
 functional (banking) aspects
 technical processing
 authentication and authorisation

21 November 2016
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General overview of Open Banking
initiatives and PSD2 implementations
Max Geerling
Executive Adviser e-Payments, Dutch Banking
Association

Objectives for a PSD2 payment infrastructure
Based on a successful Online Banking e-Payments scheme

Max Geerling
Executive Adviser e-Payments

Brussels
21 November 2016

iDEAL is an outstanding success in the
Netherlands ...
Market share payment methods 2015
(nr of online purchases)

2% 4%
3%

3%
5%

Desktop
iDEAL

5%

Credit card

6%

56%
PayPal

4%
12%

Acceptgiro

Direct Debit

iDEAL
Laptop
Credit card
Acceptgiro (paper)
Direct Debit
Credit transfer
PayPal
Gift card
Debit card (in store)
AfterPay
Other

Smartphone

Tablet

Credit card

↓

PayPal
Acceptgiro
Direct Debit

Credit Transfer

Credit Transfer

AfterPay

AfterPay

Other

Other

30%
mobile

↑

iDEAL

% of2015
nr. of /online
purchases
% of nr. of online purchases – figures
trends
2016
Figures 2015 / Trends 2016
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... in the EU landscape iDEAL is in the same
boat with many others

Source: European Banking Association, Opinion Paper on Next-Gen Alternative Payments

Open Forum on Open Banking 21st November 2016

Conversion

Reach

SEPA and Cards
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With PSD2 we are not in a green field – build
from here ...
Shop global
•
•

iDEAL is being accepted at web shops in more than 60 countries
20% of all iDEAL transactions are cross-border

Pay local ...
•
•
•

EU online payments landscape is fragmented
Payer preferences significantly differ per country
Merchants follow their customers by payment method

... with a trusted brand – key success factors of iDEAL
•
•

Merchants ~90% conversion rate – non-revocable payment
Payers
unified part of mobile banking – no separate sign-up

Open Forum on Open Banking 21st November 2016
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... towards a dual payment services model
based on a common infrastructure
Unbranded XS2A

Branded payments services

Basic payment initiation

Basic payment initiation
Optional value-added features
- Guaranteed payments for Merchants
- Buyer protection for Payers
- Common logo with recognition / trust for Payers
- Further trust through Merchant admittance criteria
Innovative payment services
- Combined eID and payments (name/address, age
verification)
- E-mandates with Payer bank verification
- Mobile banking payments initiated by QR codes

Common infrastructure for XS2A and value-added services

Open Forum on Open Banking 21st November 2016
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Components of a common infrastructure
Acceptance criteria

Identity management for PSPs (ASPSP, TPP)

•
•
•
•

National ‘legally binding’ registers
Digital identification / certificates deployment
Directory onboarding / exiting
Incident management

XS2A interface

•

•

Exchange AISP / PISP  ASPSP
[data elements, message formats, protocols]
Interaction models - authentication/authorisation

Test facility and support

Open Forum on Open Banking 21st November 2016

- Multiple providers, or
- Community-driven
solutions
- Based on standards

- Safe and secure
- Information and functions
identical to online channel

- Supporting advanced
interaction models
- Mobile, mobile, mobile

| 43

Key messages

Shop global, pay local with a trusted brand
• Reach among payers and conversion are key drivers for merchants
• Payers need trust and ease-of-use for that
• Pressing need for banks to provide XS2A services under PSD2
Consider a common infrastructure for XS2A and value-added
payments
• Basic XS2A services with a standardised interoperable infrastructure
• Infrastructure re-usable for e-mandates and e-ID
• Value-added payments based on typical bank’s assets, such as KYC
data

Open Forum on Open Banking 21st November 2016
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Contact details

Max Geerling

Executive Adviser e-Payments
m.geerling@betaalvereniging.nl

Open Forum on Open Banking 21st November 2016
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Roundtable and debate on the practical
aspects related to achieving interface
requirements

Roundtable and debate on the directory
services needed at the pan-European level
Ortwin Scheja
Berlin Group

Standardisation of pan-European
PSD2 Interface Interoperability by the Berlin Group

EBA Association
Open Forum on Open
Banking on PSD2

21 November 2016 – Brussels

 The 'Berlin Group' is a pan-European payments interoperability standards and

harmonisation initiative with the primary objective of defining open and common
standards in the inter-banking domain.
 The PSD2 standardisation work is organised by a Joint Initiative of the Berlin Group
together with additional banks (ASPSPs) and payment associations.
 Aim: develop appropriate detailed technical interoperability standards ensuring
proper and secure communication between the relevant actors in the context of
PSD2-required core services





confirmation of availability of funds services (art. 65)
payment initiation services (art. 66)
account information services (art. 67)

 Rationale




With the ‘Regulatory Technical Standards’ (RTS), the European Banking Authority will not deliver full
detailed technical implementation standards that the market will require
Current industry approaches often restricted to high-level business and functional requirements, without
data modelling (at conceptual, logical and physical data levels) and associated messaging
Avoid fragmentation across Europe

© The Berlin Group
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Deliver open, common, royalty-free standards for processes, data, interfaces and
infrastructures
Fostering dialogue amongst financial industry players at a pan-European level
Governance of interoperability standards separated from market implementation
Where possible, leverage existing interoperability standards and achieved SEPA
harmonisation
Leverage and capitalise on existing investments, efficiencies, security and convenience
Structured early consultation anticipated with demand-side
Follow a pragmatic approach with focus on Must Have and Should Have business and
functional requirements

© The Berlin Group
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 Participating organisations (in alphabetical order)

















BdB - Bundesverband deutscher Banken (Association of German Banks)
BVR - Bundesverband der Deutschen Volksbanken und Raiffeisenbanken (National Association of German
Cooperative Banks)
Deutsche Bank AG
DSGV - Deutscher Sparkassen- und Giroverband (German Savings Banks Association)
Dutch Payments Association
DZ Bank AG
HypoVereinsbank/UniCredit Bank AG
PAN-Nordic Card Association
Payments UK
Redsys Processing Services S.L.
SIA S.p.A.
SRC Security Research & Consulting GmbH
Visa Europe
VÖB - Bundesverband Öffentlicher Banken Deutschlands (Association of German Public Banks)
Wordline S.A.

© The Berlin Group
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 3 Meetings since start of initiative
 Relevant PSD2 role definitions defined and clarified
 Relevant PSD2 and EBA RTS articles discussed and clarified
 Basic Use Cases with general data flows discussed and clarified

 Detailed work on Operational Rules and Data Modelling started
 Exchanged information (and possible white gaps) on other Open Banking initiatives
 Liaison (with support through Payments UK) with UK Open Banking API initiative as

required by the UK Competition and Markets Authority

© The Berlin Group
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 Scope of work:

TPP

PISP

PSD2 Article 66

account information

AISP

PSD2 Article 67

PSD2 - Interface

PSU

ASPSP

payment initiation

confirmation of funds

PIISP

PSD2 Article 65

account of
the PSU

Scope: Specification of this interface
© The Berlin Group
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 For building a standardised PSD2 – Interface
 3 levels for the communication TPP ↔ ASPSP have to be standardised and
 an organisational framework has to be defined (Policy, etc.)

Account service definitions
Data Modelling

organisational
framework

application level
(banking)
security level

Strong customer authentication
of the PSU
Identification of TPP according
to Article 20 of EBA RTS

transport level

Message exchange
General composition of messages

© The Berlin Group
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Q4 2016

Q1 2017

Q2 2017

Q3 2017

Operational Rules
Data Modelling
Message Modelling
First Draft
Consultation
Finalisation
Final Version

Work Status November 2016: In time.
Assumption: EBA RTS endorsed in May 2017 by EC.
© The Berlin Group
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Thank you for your kind attention!
Contact: info@berlin-group.org

Roundtable and debate on the directory
services needed at the pan-European level
Lars Lolk Hauge
Director Payment Services, Nets

CAPS Open Framework
Planing document
CAPS Framework, Status and focus
Version 1,
Status: External
November 2016

By Lars Lolk Hauge

CAPS Open Framework

“Framework”: an agreed set of rules, a common
ecosystem, a choreography of how things are to
arranged for the common good

CAPS White Paper
Blogs, Web, Talks

CAPS Open Framework

APIs,
Msg flows,
Data stds,
…

Directory
services (e.g.
list of banks,
API access)

Developer
community,
sandbox,
testing &
tools

Fraud &
monitoring

Disputes

Advanced
Authenticati
on support
(OpenID;
Oauth, etc)

…

Open: anyone may adopt/build on this without being part of the CAPS group
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CAPS Open Framework – Our Focus
1st Priority

Source: Michael salmony, EquensWorldline
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Harmonisation – its not a single PSD2 compliant interface
EBA

SE
TPP

TPP

TPP

Problem 1

FSA
TPP

Establish a PSD2 compliant interface !
FSA

FI
Bank Bank Bank Bank
TPP

TPP

TPP

TPP

Problem 2

DK FSA
TPP

TPP

TPP

Bank Bank Bank Bank

TPP

FSA

DE
Bank Bank Bank Bank

PL
TPP

NL
TPP

TPP

TPP

TPP

FSA

TPP

TPP

TPP

How does a TPP populate the list/dropdown
menu of accessible banks?

TPP

TPP

TPP

Problem 3

FSA
Bank Bank Bank Bank

TPP
Bank Bank Bank Bank

TPP

FR

Bank Bank Bank Bank

BE
TPP

TPP

TPP

FSA

TPP

TPP

TPP

FSA

ES
TPP

TPP

TPP

FSA
TPP

Bank Bank Bank Bank

TPP

FSA
TPP

TPP

TPP

How does a TPP find the way to access a
specific bank’s API/PSD2 services ?

TPP

RO

Bank Bank Bank Bank
Bank Bank Bank Bank

TPP

TPP

TPP

FSA
TPP

Bank Bank Bank Bank
Bank Bank Bank Bank

~ 30 National flavors

Problem 4

How does a bank check the TPP authorisation
certificate ?

...

Problem n
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Roundtable and debate on the directory
services needed at the pan-European level
John Broxis
Managing Director, PRETA

PRETA and PSD2
Access to Accounts (XS2A)
Open Forum on Open Banking
21st November 2016

© PRETA All rights reserved.

© PRETA All rights reserved.
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Preta S.A.S is a wholly owned subsidiary of EBA CLEARING

Context of regulated and non-regulated Access Services
There is much discussion about Open
Banking, Open Data, and APIs.
Some of this is being pushed by
regulators, e.g. PSD2 and so creating
compliance requirements.
Market
Driven

PSD2 and
regulation

Some is being done voluntarily – often
through an API program – in order for
Account Servicing PSPs to find new
ways to offer services to their
customers.

PSPs must comply with new
legislation, while keeping an eye to
new developments.
© PRETA All rights reserved.
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Preta S.A.S is a wholly owned subsidiary of EBA CLEARING
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Operational Threat from PSD2
Access to the account puts technical obligations on banks
The “Regulatory Technical Standards” may be principles than specifications.
There is a fear that fragmentation will lead to money being wasted PSD2 fails to achieve
the aims of harmonising services. There are fears over Security.
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How PRETA might fit into the industry landscape
What they provide

Who they are
Regulators

PSD2 and RTS

EPC / ERPB
ISO / W3C

Schemes & Standards

National and EU
Organisers

Education and Building consensus.
Provision of services to help deployment ,
management tools and operational
administration

Processors,
Gateways & Vendors

Hardware / Software / Physical
Infrastructure

PSPs (AS-PSP, PI-SPs,
AI-SPs) & PSUs

PSD2 Compliance

© PRETA All rights reserved.
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PRETA intends to help banks to meet their compliance obligations arising from their
PSD2 Access to Account obligations by providing:
•

Interface Specifications for the development of a standardised and interoperable
Communications Interface by Account-Servicing Payments Service Providers
(AS-PSPs), using API technology

•

A directory and related testing and certification services, helpdesk facilities, and
dispute resolution tools which will provide Operational information and possibly
security information that will be required for the Identification and Authentication
of the regulated bodies.

“PSD2 Access to Account Service” (XS2A Service)

© PRETA All rights reserved.
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Building Blocks for a PSD2 Compliance service

Document
Publishing
Certification
process

Statistics
Test tool &
Support

Incident mgmt
Cyber Security

Directory
Interface

Onboarding &
Exiting Process

Directory

Data
specifications

Information
Sharing

Messaging
Specifications

Improvements

Communication
Specifications
© PRETA All rights reserved.

Problem handling
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The XS2A Service is a Solution to PSD2 Access to the Account

© PRETA All rights reserved.

•

A market driven solution providing direct but controlled
access to account services:

•

Country neutral: provides European reach.

•

Open: All regulated players can use the solution, and all
stakeholders will be consulted in the development.

•

Low cost: reuses existing infrastructure and ISO20022
standards in an API.

•

Safe security model.

•

Provides clarity via common rules without the need for
individual contracts between all players.

•

Compliance orientated.

•

Overcoming fragmentation. Promoting efficiency.

v
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Timing and Actions
O EBA RTS1

2016
XS2API: Build
consensus

O EBA RTS Final

O EBA RTS2

2017
XS2API: Develop
and Test

O Live Date

2018
XS2API: Go live.

Building committment
07/2016 Would you be interested?
10/2016 What do we need?
02/2017 Are you onboard?

© PRETA All rights reserved.
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Thank you
www.mybank.eu/mybank/preta-sas

© PRETA All rights reserved.

© PRETA All rights reserved.
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Roundtable and debate on
communication and education

Known “unknowns” beyond technical
regulatory aspects
Christian Schäfer
Director, Head of Payment Products & Solutions,
Deutsche Bank

Known “unknowns” beyond technical
regulatory aspects
Douwe Lycklama
Partner, Innopay

Known “Unknowns” beyond
technical
regulatory aspects:
PSD2
- APIand
standardisation

Considerations on needs for further clarifications and shared understanding on cooperation
requirements and ecosystem rules

Douwe Lycklama, Nils Jung – 21 November 2016

We co-created the ‘XS2A Common Principles’ document

15 April 2015

Note: the organizations highlighted in orange have actively contributed to the development of this XS2A
common principles document and participated in multiple OTA meetings.
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Setting the scene: future state API standardisation options

FUTURE STATE API STANDARDISATION OPTIONS

EBA CALLS UPON INDUSTRY COLLABORATION FOR PAN-EU REACH

RTS

+
Fragmentation (N:N)

Pan-EU reach

6k interfaces,
6k end-points

1 interface,
6k end-points

1

2
TPP A

TPP B

TPP C

TPP D

Bank driven

Banks leading set-up API standardisation
initiative
• Configuration options: Pan-EU, multiple
coalitions, individual bank

Bank +
Service
provider
driven

Banks collaborate with relevant service
providers (FinTech/PISPs/AISPs) to drive
API standardisation initiative
• Configuration options: Pan-EU, multiple
coalitions, individual bank

3
API
AS-PSP
Community 1
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AS-PSP
Community 2

AS-PSP X

AS-PSP Y

-

Regulator
driven

Regulator (EC/EBA/ECB/ERBP) takes lead to
shape API standardisation
• ‘Push’ technical solution upon banks
• Response to industry actors not getting
organised; fragmentation risk
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API standardisation requires important scoping decisions along
three dimensions
EXPLANATION DIMENSIONS OPTION SPACE

THREE DIMENSIONS OPTION SPACE BANK DRIVEN STANDARDISATION

B

Scope of Openness /
Scope of Value Creation

Scope of standardisation

C

Legal

Not preferred due to limited
reach (fragmentation risk)
Main focus on Compliance
API standardisation
Option space additional API
standardisation agreements

A
Scope of
collaboration

Focus on Pan-EU coalition with ‘lighthouse’
banks (from DE and other willing countries)
• Network effects/reach key to success
• EBA/ECB will assess how industry
collaboration can be best facilitated to
achieve PSD2 objectives (interoperability)

Scope of
standardisation

Focus on Compliance API standarisation with
functional/technical agreements
• Operational and legal matters primarily
covered in PSD2 and RTS
• Next step could be to include these

Scope of
openness/
value
creation

Focus on API standardisation from PSD2/RTS
compliance perspective first
• Next step could be to include value added
APIs
• Individual banks to align API strategy with
compliance/collaboration initiative

B

Operational

Functional
Technical

C

A
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Scope of collaboration initiative (reach)
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A successful standardisation initiative needs to cater for Legal,
Operational, Functional and Technical aspects at the same time
LATEST OBWG PAPER ON OPEN BANKING

SNAPSHOT ON OPEN BANKING INNATIVES – NOT EXHAUSTIVE (based on reports findings)
API Initiatives

Existing standards

+
Universal

HTTP
W3C

Industry

Open Bank Project

SEPA
OFX

SWIFT

BIAN

Community

PSD2-RTS

MyBank

Open API initiative

CAPS

iDEAL

Berlin Group

ODI

Paydirekt

FinTS

IXARIS

EBICS

Organisation

Reach

BREADTH OF STANDARDISATION

OAuth

Individual bank owned

Legend:

Live / in use
In development

Technical & Functional
Standard

Technical & Functional AND
Operational & Legal Standard
SCOPE OF STANDARDISATION

First initiatives exist, more might act behind the scenes BUT so far non covers the complete LOFT
Source: Innopay analysis, Euro Banking Association
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One more thing: inspiration from India

One payment API for a network of banks to connect Fintechs
BACKGROUND AND INSPRIATION

UNIFIED PAYMENTS INTERFACE

NPCI – Universal Electronic Payments
Using mobile as a primary device for all payments

Mobiles

Unified Payment Interface (UPI)

E-wallets

Web
Person to person (p2p)
payments

Prescheduled Recurring Payments

Point of sale (POS)
Paying billers
Paying merchants
Third party apps

80

Business to Business
(B2B) Payments

• The Indian project “Unified Payments Interface”
is an excellent example of the combination of
both ‘reach’ in the infrastructure and
‘conversion’ through innovative functionalities
via the mobile channel
• Some facts:
• ATM Services
• Cheque Clearing
• Immediate Payments Service (24x7x365)
• Automated Clearing House
• Electronic Benefit Transfer
• Domestic card payment network - RuPay
to provide an alternative to international
card schemes (over 220 Million Indians
own RuPay cards)
 20 million processed transactions per day
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PSD2 - API standardisation
Nils Jung

Douwe Lycklama

Managing Partner Germany

Founding Partner

+49 177 2500 250

+31 655 711150

Wrap-up and next steps

Networking

For any comments or questions, please contact us at

open_banking_forum@abe-eba.eu
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